Interior Lights

Wiring diagram can be located in grill manual

Step 1: Check each light bulb

Step 2: If one bulb is out, replace bulb. If problem persists, skip to step 4.

Step 3: If both bulbs are out, check the transformer, make sure it has power

Step 4: Unplug from electric source

Step 5: Check wiring and the connection on the back of the light switch for loose wires

If connection feels loose reconnect slide connector

Push button switch for retest

If the transformer has power but switch is not coming on replace switch

If problem persists, contact a Bull Authorized Service Center or a qualified technician

Step 6: Remove the light housing and check for loose wires

Check for loose bulbs or wire connecting to back of the ceramic binding post

If loose tighten connections then retest

If problem persists, contact a Bull Authorized Service Center or a qualified technician

Step 7: Inspect light wiring for melting, being loose from the binding post or being exposed

If wires are loose from binding post tighten wires and retest

Refer to "Wiring Diagram" in your manual

Before replacing an electrical component, contact a Bull Authorized Service Center or a qualified technician
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